
There is a powerful leader within you!

We spend more time planning our vacation than our careers.  

Crafting Your Message to Achieve Awareness and Support

BE The Leader You Are Meant To BE

Career Vision - Move Your Life From Stress To Balance

Use Your Influence!

National speaker, leadership energy coach, founder of The Leadership Energy Model ® and The 
Leadership Energy Assessment®, and author of Leadership Energy – Unlocking The Secrets to 
Your Success, Cheryl Leitschuh works with leaders to create confidence, focus and results.  Her 
training incorporates practical tools that can shift a leader’s success and influence on others. 

 

The Leadership Energy Model® is Dr. Leitschuh’s proprietary model that provides  
not only the awareness, but the tools to open and expand the blocks to leadership  
success.  From this engaging and thought-provoking presentation, you will walk away 
with a new perspective on building your leadership confidence, focus and results.

Defining what you need from your career and understanding the factors necessary in  
creating career vision are crucial elements in obtaining balance, purpose and direction.  You 
will leave this workshop with a clear idea of the factors necessary in creating career vision.  

This interactive workshop expands your knowledge and tools to influence others.  You 
will leave with a Personal Influencing Plan that fits your style and the needs unique to 
your work environment.

Cheryl is an organizational development specialist with a wealth of experience and resources.
—Tom Motzel Owner, Tesserae Group, Inc.

Cheryl has the incredible gift of helping her clients sift through murky waters and emerge on the other side with 
a clear and focused vision. Cheryl is extremely empathetic and able to help her clients process complex situa-
tions, discuss alternatives, and make decisions. Cheryl has been a tremendous help to me as a business owner. I 
have taken her advice and am moving forward in a very exciting new direction. I would recommend Cheryl to 
anyone interested in improving and streamlining their life and their business.

—Terrie S. Wheeler, MBC Founder, Professional Services Marketing, Inc.

cheryl@TheLeadershipEnergy.com • 651-398-7151 • www.TheLeadershipEnergy.com


